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Since 1960, Fletcher Archery has been committed to creating high-quality and 

precision archery equipment, releases and archery aids for target archers and 

bowhunters who only strive for the best. All our products are legendary, the first of 

their kind and above all else, known for comfort, smoothness and durability. We are 

the originators of the Peep Sights and the innovators of the release. And, we did it all 

for you. Each release is backed by a lifetime warranty, but we can assure you we’re not 

accustomed to disappointing. We encourage you to see for yourself. 
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SWIFT
The Swift is just as smooth as it sounds. This three-finger handle and crisp trigger 

is a great hunting and target release. With its stainless-steel, knurled trigger that 

is adjustable for any hand, left or right, and trigger travel for a wide range of trigger 

adjustments, this release is all about comfort.

AFL220

Ergonomic grip provides 
utmost comfort

Trigger Travel adjustments 
provide a wide range of 

trigger options

Customize to preferred fit 
and feel using sensitivity 
adjustments

Thumb barrel adjustments 
accommodate any hand, 
left or right

FLETCHERARCHERY.COM
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Fletch Hook
The Fletch Hook is infinitely adjustable. This release is available with a removable, knurled sleeve 

that slides over the trigger pin offering a unique feel for the shooter and is available in two wrist strap 

styles – buckle strap and nylon with hook and loop closure. The Fletch Hook is loop-only and features 

a roller system for the ultimate smooth performance. 

AFL119 BB 
Buckle
*PICTURED

AFL119VS 
Hook & Loop

Specifically designed hook to 
release the loop cleanly

The forward trigger helps 
maintain draw lengths 

when using a loop
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.44 Caliper
The .44 Caliper is different from any other caliper releases in its interlocking jaw system, giving 

you a precise release in both directions reducing any horizontal arrow play. The .44 Caliper is 

available in two wrist strap styles – buckle strap and nylon with hook and loop closure. 

AFL117 BG 
Buckle
*PICTURED

AFL117SG 
Hook & Loop

Trigger pull adjustment 
ranges from heavy to 

hair trigger

Release features trigger and roller design 
for smooth feel when pulling the trigger

FLETCHERARCHERY.COM
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Wrist Straps
Complement your Fletcher release with one of our customizable wrist straps. Adjustable for effectiveness and comfort, 

choose between the buckle wrist strap for quiet consistency or the hook and loop for durability and control. 

AFLBKS 
Buckle Wrist 

Strap

AFLDLVS 
Hook & Loop  
Wrist Strap
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The world’s first and favorite peep sight, the Fletcher Tru-Peep is all-aluminum with a legendary design that allows for a perfectly 

round, shaded hole at full draw. The Tru-Peep eliminates the need for protruding hoods and is kept in place by a reliable safety-tie 

groove. The Tru-Peep is available in eight sizes and five colors. 

1/32” 3/64” 1/16” 3/32” 1/8” 3/16” 7/32” 1/4”

®
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Size Color Item# Single Item# Dozen Card

1/32" Black AFL132BK AFL132BK12

3/64" Black AFL364BK AFL364BK12

1/16" Black AFL116BK AFL116BK12

3/32" Black AFL332BK AFL332BK12

1/8" Black AFL18BK AFL18BK12

1/8" Blue AFL18BL AFL18BL12

1/8" Green AFL18GR AFL18GR12

1/8" Pink AFL18PI AFL18PI12

1/8" Red AFL18RE AFL18RE12

3/16" Black AFL316BK AFL316BK12

3/16" Blue AFL316BL AFL316BL12

3/16" Green AFL316GR AFL316GR12

3/16" Pink AFL316PI AFL316PI12

3/16" Red AFL316RE AFL316RE12

7/32" Black AFL732BK AFL732BK12

1/4" Black AFL14BK AFL14BK12

1/4" Blue AFL14BL AFL14BL12

1/4" Green AFL14GR AFL14GR12

1/4" Pink AFL14PI AFL14PI12

1/4" Red AFL14RE AFL14RE12
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Register your release
All our products are one-of-a-kind and feature a serial number on the 

product to act as your all-access pass to fletcherarchery.com, giving 

you a first look at new products, access to exclusive giveaways and 

membership to a society of target archers and bowhunters just like you. 

Head to fletcherarchery.com to register your release!

Your serial #
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Warranty
All products are covered against breakage due to defects in materials, and workmanship from the date of purchase. Abuse or alteration of the product voids the warranty. 

In the event of breakage due to defects in materials or workmanship the liability of Fletcher Archery shall be limited to the lesser of the cost of repairing, or replacing 

the broken part. In any event, the cost shall never exceed the original retail price of the product. Failure to follow all recommended installation or use instructions of any 

Fletcher Archery product may void this warranty. 

Original Owner: Warranty applies only to the original owner, and is not transferable. Items Not Covered: Normal use and wear and tear on release straps buckle or hook 

and loop. Some discontinued product models may have a warranty fee attached to any rebuild, repair, or modification work done by Fletcher Archery. Strap holes or 

tearing are not included under warranty. Damage Not Covered: Although Fletcher Archery warrants all products are free from defects in materials or manufacturing, 

however, Fletcher Archery is not responsible for personal/property harm to you, any equipment, or others due to misuse, misapplication, improper installation, or any 

other form of misuse or abuse of a Fletcher Archery product. It is strongly recommended that any installation of any Fletcher Archery product is done by an experienced, 

qualified, and competent Pro Shop for the safety of you and your equipment.



4600 SW 41ST BLVD, 
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
800.694.9494
fletcherarchery.com


